
Wanyana Projects request for quotation

BOOKING FORM
Date: Day: Month: Year:
Last Name: First Name:
Email: Cellular:

Physical Address:

Postal Address:

Tel: (    ) Fax: (    )

ITINERARY

R 0.00

Any Allergies? (pls advise how many)

Any Diatary Requirements? (pls advise how many)

Any Medical Conditions? (pls advise how many)

Anything else we need to know?

(sign) Name
Terms and Conditions
1. 75% of the total booking price must be paid on confirmation of the quotation and the balance 24 hours before the day of departure.
2. Wanyana Projects cc reserves the right to cancel its quotation in the event of a breach of any of these terms and conditions.
3. Acceptance of this quotation is also an irrevocable acceptance of these terms and conditions
4. This quotation is only valid for 7 days.
5. Cancellation after acceptance of this quotation within 3 days of the day of departure will afford the client a full refund, cancellation after acceptance of this quot
within anytime less than 3 days will be deemed a complete service and Wanyana Projects cc will be entitled to claim full payment of the amount paid in terms of the
6.Wanyana Projects cc does not accept any responsibility for theft or loss caused in any way or liability for injury or death of any persons serviced by Wanyana Projec

8.All rates quoted are subject to change, without prior notice, due to currency fluctuations, de-valuation of the Rand and fuel increases, as well as restrictions and 
pricing policies set out by the supplier not adhered to on any discounted fares offered.
9.Wanyana projects can further not be held responsible for any tour delays, cancellation of events, additional cost incursions brought about by circumstances such 
as weather conditions, technical faults, strikes, epidemics or any other cause. Should any of these circumstances occur we reserve the right to alter the format and 
price to adapt to these changes.

Total Investment:

7.Wanyana Projects acts only as an agent between the passenger and the coach or transfer company, airline, car rental, hotel group or tour operator. As such, we 
cannot be held liable for any loss, damage, accident, delay or inconvenience caused by any of the above mentioned persons

Code:

Code:
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